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Automne 2001 Fall
Director’s Message – Message de la Direction
We begin the new Fall term with a degree of
ambivalence. On the one hand, we are pleased to
welcome eleven new Fellows with diverse research
interests, five new graduate Interns from the four
Montreal universities, several past Fellows renewing their
commitment to CDAS and a full program of research
activities, all well-organized and managed by an
outstanding group of CDAS staff who are listed at the
end of this Newsletter. On the other hand, there are the
stunning events of 11 September which continue to
haunt our daily lives.
The events of 11 September elicited many reactions. All
of us condemn such terrorist acts and extend our
deepest sympathies to the families of the victims of this
tragedy. But as scholars, researchers and students of
world affairs, many of us unequivocally call for an end to
the bombing of Afghanistan and a recognition that
military force does not resolve the problem. The cycle of
hatred, violence and retribution that comes with war is
sheer madness. Innocent civilians living within the
region will bear the brunt of these bombings resulting in
destroyed homes, displaced persons, refugees, injuries,
maiming, food and water shortages and environmental
destruction coupled with fear and trauma as a result of
continuous war.

If we want to live in a peaceful world, secure in our
homes with our families, anywhere we find
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ourselves, then we must begin by opposing all forms of
military force, especially the current bombing of
Afghanistan. Human security means to live without fear.
World problems cannot be solved by the use of military
force. We must focus on building a culture of peace whereby
military machinery is put away and we begin to sit ‘at the
table’ of common humanity, listening and negotiating to
address the inequitable distribution of wealth. Our modest
program of research on gender and human security issues as
well as our inter-university seminars and other activities,
described more fully in this Newsletter, point to our
commitment to building peace. We welcome all of you to
participate in the many research opportunities available
through the CDAS.
Dr Rosalind Boyd
Director
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Le Programme Genre et enjeux de sécurité humaine
Gender and Human Security Issues Program
Le programme de recherche Genre et enjeux de sécurité humaine est en pleine voie de réalisation et des résultats tangibles
continuent d’émerger, dont :
•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•

Le premier Document de travail à paraître dans la sous-série Genre et enjeux de sécurité humaine. Ce document intitulé :
« Women`s Organizations Working for Peace and Reconciliation in the Great Lakes Region of Africa » et produit par
Rosalind Boyd fait suite à une visite sur le terrain en septembre 2000 et intègre des informations compilées au cours de la
dernière année avec l’assistance de Karen Barnes;
Le début d’une seconde session de groupes d’entraide au Centre des femmes Montréal pour les femmes qui ont subi les
affres de la guerre et des conflits avant de venir s’établir au Canada. Ces sessions de douze rencontres, utilisant la modalité
de l’art thérapie visent à aider les participantes à commencer à exprimer visuellement et verbalement leurs émotions et leur
vécu présent et passé (Johanne Bélisle, Dorys Makhoul, Anne Benoit, Maria Camila Chica);
La participation par des membres du Eastern African Sub-regional Support Initiative for the Advancement of Women
(EASSI), notre partenaire communautaire de l’Afrique des Grands Lacs, à une visite de solidarité en Somalie. Cette visite
d’écoute et d’échange visait à mieux comprendre l’impact du conflit en Somalie et comment les somaliennes font face à
cette situation (Maude Mugisha);
La traduction du vidéo « Unwanted Images » et la production d’un guide d’utilisateur pour l’accompagner. Ce court de
vidéo vise à sensibiliser différents publics à la violence fondée sur le genre (Claudia Mitchell, Jackie Kirk, Stephanie
Garrow);
La réalisation d’un stage sur le terrain en Palestine pour évaluer les organisations populaires et le processus de
démocratisation dans leur dimension genre (Manal Jamal);
La publication du second numéro du Bulletin/Newsletter Genre et enjeux de sécurité humaine. Ce numéro seradisponible
également sur le site Internet du programme : www.mcgill..ca/cdas/genre&securite/bul.htm;
L’avancement d’autres recherches académiques (Myriam Gervais, Claudia Mitchell, Rosalind Boyd);
L’organisation d’une journée d’atelier pour les partenaires dans le programme. Cet atelier qui aura lieu vendredi le 9
novembre vise à permettre une meilleure compréhension du travail fait par chaque chercheur(e) et de mieux saisir
comment chacun des volets de recherche sont interreliés et enrichissent le programme en entier. Cette journée d’atelier est
ouverte au public. Une pré-inscription est nécessaire.

Pour plus d’information veuillez contacter Suzanne Boutin, coordonnatrice du programme, au 398-1608.

Les problèmes de sécurité humaine en période de reconstruction :
les interventions canadiennes au Rwanda
Faisant suite à ces recherches sur l’application de la sécurité humaine dans le cadre des programmes d’aide canadiens, Myriam
Gervais, chercheure principale au CERD, participe au suivi de six projets de développement communautaire en appui aux
populations relocalisées au Rwanda. Ces projets sont financés par l’Agence canadienne de développement international et mis
en œuvre par des ONG canadiennes et québécoises. A ce titre, elle a séjourné au Rwanda en août et septembre 2001 pour
effectuer une première mission de suivi de ces projets, plus précisément sur les aspects liés à la sécurité humaine, à la bonne
gouvernance et au mode de fonctionnement des groupements et associations appuyés par les projets.

All-Day Workshop on 9 November 2001 at CDAS Room 100
The members of the Gender and Human Security research program will give presentations focusing on the key questions being
addressed in this three-year research program and the methods being used to deal with the gender and human security issues.
Contact Suzanne Boutin, Program Coordinator, at 398-1608 to pre-register or to obtain the program.
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Montreal Inter-University Initiative
STAGIAIRES AU CERD / CDAS INTERNS
The Montreal Inter-University Initiative has now entered its second year of programming, thanks to continued funding from
IDRC. One of the main components of the program is a team of graduate student interns. Five interns have been selected
from the four Montreal universities to participate in CDAS research activities. They will also develop an aspect of their thesis
through CDAS methodology workshops and other resources.
The program offers the interns a broader exposure to the workings of a research centre through participating in the publication of the
CDAS journal, Labour, Capital and Society, working with CDAS Faculty, attending interdisciplinary seminars, and using the
multidimensional resources of the CDAS documentation centre. The interns selected for August 2001-April 2002 are:
Mamadou dit Ndongo Dimé - Ph.D en sociologie, Université de Montréal
“Crise économique et nouvelles formes de marginalisation socio-économique et de solidarité en milieu urbain africain :
le cas de Dakar (Sénégal)”
Chloe Frommer– Masters of Anthropology, McGill University
“Keeping, Sharing, Producing and Performing Traditional Medicinal Plant Knowledge in Zimbabwe”
Pascale Hatcher – Maîtrise en science politique, UQAM
"La réforme de l’aide au développement de l’ACDI : vers une instrumentalisation accrue des organisations de
coopération internationale canadiennes
François Michaud – Maîtrise en anthropologie, Université de Montréal
"La réforme agraire aux Philippines: les articulations du local et du global"
Sharmila Pillai – Masters in Educational Studies, Concordia University
"Grade 2 Science Education: the portrayal of indigenous experience, knowledge and culture in Ethiopian primary
schooling"

Montreal Inter-university Faculty Seminar Series
The 2001-2002 Seminar Series has hosted four Montreal Professors of International Development. These seminars call greater
attention to the rich diversity of development research which exists in the academic community of Montreal, offering a forum
for Professors to present recent works or research, and providing an environment in which scholars, particularly graduate
students, can debate issues of development. The next seminars are:
15 November: Prof. Leslie Orr, Concordia’s Department of Religion, “Imaging South Asian Women and Exorcising Some
Ghosts,” at 12:30 p.m. CDAS Seminar Room 100.
29 November: Prof. Samuel Noumoff, McGill’s Political Science Department.
In September, Prof. Bilkis Vissandjée from the Faculté des sciences infirmières at l’Université de Montréal spoke on
“Traditional Practices from Africa to Canada: Issues and Challenges.” Prof. Bassem Khalifah of the Department of Political
Science at Concordia University presented on “Academia and the Problems of Globalization.” In October, Prof. Mona-Josée
Gagnon from the Sociology Department at l’Université de Montréal came to speak on “La Zone de libre-échange des
Amériques et le mouvement syndical nord-américain,” and Prof. Victor Armony of the Sociology department at l’UQAM
spoke on the “Emerging Social and Ethnic Identities in Latin America.”
Seminars for the Winter Term are in the process of being organized. Contact 398-3507 or e-mail adm.cdas@mcgill.ca for details or if you are
interested in giving a presentation.
If you would like to find out more about the Inter-University Faculty Seminar Series, the Montreal Inter-University
Initiative and the Internship Program, visit the CDAS website at www.mcgill.ca/cdas or contact the Inter-University
Coordinator, Sara Regehr Neufeld at iuc.cdas@mcgill.ca or (514) 398-1608.
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CDAS Fellows / Membres du CERD
New Fellows 2001-2002 Nouveaux Membres
In addition to the forty Fellows already associated with the CDAS, eleven new Fellows have been accepted for the 2001-2002
academic year. A complete list of Fellows is available on our website www.mcgill.ca/cdas.
Julie Caouette Student Fellow
Julie Caouette is working on a Master of Arts in Psychology at McGill. Her research focuses on the inner psychological
processes at play when one interacts in a multi-cultural environment and why some individuals are more sensitive to social
issues in the developing world.
Natacha Gagné Student Fellow
Natacha Gagné is working on her Doctorate in Anthropology at McGill. Her focus is cultural identities and the nationstate in a globalized world, particularly the case of the Maori of Aotearoa, New Zealand.
Roberto Hernandez Ruiz Student Fellow
Roberto Hernandez Ruiz is a McGill Law student in the process of completing the second year of his LLM. His research
focuses on an important NAFTA institution, the Commission of Environmental Cooperation, and proposes an innovative
tool for considering policy options in making decisions about enforcement of environmental laws.
Franz D. Hofer Student Fellow
Franz D. Hofer is working on an MA in History at McGill. He is interested in the interplay between history and
memory, especially historiographical representations of traumatic events such as the Holocaust or the atomic bomb.
Chernor Y. Jalloh Student Fellow
Chernor Y. Jalloh is a McGill Law student whose thesis topic is the role of diamonds in fuelling various civil conflicts in
Africa, particularly the wars in Sierra Leone, Angola and the Congo.
Nur Muhammad Kazi Student Fellow
Nur Muhammad Kazi is working on a PhD in Culture and Values in Education at McGill. His thesis topic is “Family
Care Givers: Issues for Elderly South Asians in Canada”. His Masters degree from the McGill School of Social Work
focused on a comparison of Montreal and Dhaka, Bangladesh.
Jackie Kirk Student Fellow
Jackie Kirk is in the Doctoral Program in the Education department at McGill. Her research focuses on theories of
education and development and her field work was conducted in Pakistan.
Nêpal Nikunja Associate Fellow
Nêpal Nikunja travaille sur un M.Sc. en Sociologie à l’Université de Montréal. Sa thèse porte sur les femmes nepalaises
en micro-crédit.
Crystal Procyshen Student Fellow
Crystal Procyshen is working on her MA in Political Science at McGill. Her focus is on the Middle East and her research
examines how Islamic groups relate to post-conflict reconciliation, infrastructure and civil society developments and
combatant integration/prosecution in weak, new or non-states.
Maxime Rondeau Associate Fellow
Maxime Rondeau is doing a Master of Arts at Université de Montréal in the Political Science department. He is focusing
on environmental security and the problems this causes for developing areas.
Miao Yu Associate Fellow
Miao Yu is working on a Graduate Diploma at Concordia’s School of Communication Studies. Her research looks at the
development of the Chinese media during Chinese political reforms in the post-WTO era.
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A Special Welcome to new CDAS Faculty Fellows
Prof. Madhav Badami is an Assistant Professor at the McGill School of Urban Planning and the McGill School of the
Environment. His research interests include urban environmental issues and sustainable urban transport in less-industrialized
countries, particularly in Asia. We look forward to a presentation on his research in early January 2002 and his participation
in other research activities at CDAS.
Prof. Victor Armony est actuellement professeur de sociologie à l’Université du Québec à Montréal (UQAM) et est professeur
auxiliaire de sociologie à l’Université d’Ottawa. Il a été professeur invité à l’Universidad de Buenos Aires (Argentine) en 2000
et à l’Universidad Internacional de Andalucia (Espagne) en 2001. Il a publié de nombreux travaux dans le domaine du discours
politique et il est l’auteur de Représenter la nation: le discours présidentiel de l’Argentine post-autoritaire (Montréal: Balzac, 2000).
Ses intérêts actuels de recherche portent sur l'étude comparée de cultures et valeurs politiques dans les Amériques, ainsi que sur
les identités nationales et minoritaires dans le contexte de la mondialisation.

CDAS Visiting Fellows Winter 2002
The CDAS looks forward to the arrival of two Visiting Fellows who will be in residence next semester.
Professor Daniel Haile will spend one year as a
Visiting Professor at McGill beginning in January
2002. In cooperation with McGill’s Faculty of Law
and African Studies, the CDAS is looking forward to
Prof. Haile’s research contributions. Prof. Haile is
the former Dean of Law at Addis Ababa University,
Ethiopia before he moved to the Law Faculty of the
University of Alabama. At present Prof. Haile is a
Visiting Professor of Law at Columbia University.
His teaching interests and research specialties include
Employment Law, Labour Law and Natural
Resources Development Law.

Prof. Qudrat-e-Khoda will arrive for a year-long visiting
fellowship at the CDAS beginning in April 2002. His research
focus is ‘Comparative Political Economy of Development:
Lessons for the Third World” which involves a comparative
case study of selected Asian, African and Latin American
countries. At present, Prof. Qudrat-e-Khoda is an Assistant
Professor of International Development in the Department of
Information and Policy Studies at Aichi Gakuin University in
Aichi-ken, Japan. Before that he was a UN Researcher with the
Development Administration Program at the UN Centre for
Regional Development (UNCRD) and has been teaching at
the university level since 1997.

Fellows Activities – Activités pour membres
At the last Fellows’ meeting in August, two new activities were decided upon. In addition to the regular Fellows activities
(attendance at CDAS events and seminars, presentation of ongoing work, book review submission to LCS), Fellows are now
invited to participate in the quarterly Book Discussion Group (BDG) and in the new Fellows listserv. The first meeting of the
BDG took place on 17 October during which we discussed Arturo Escobar's Encountering Development. The next BDG
meeting will take place on 28 November. The book to be discussed is Modest Witness meet OnchoMouse at Milllenium.Com, by
Donna J. Haraway (New York: Routledge, 1997). The listserv was also set up on the 17 October. All Fellows have
automatically been subscribed.
-Manuel Poitras, Fellows Coordinator

FELLOW SEMINAR: 22 November 12:30-2 p.m.
Julie Caouette will present “Revisiting Globalization and Multicultural Identity”
at the CDAS in room 100. Everyone is welcome. Julie is a CDAS Student
Fellow and a Masters student in Psychology at McGill.
Bulletin CERD / Automne 2001
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Recent Publications by CDAS Fellows
Leslie C. Orr. 2000. Donors, Devotees and Daughters of God:Temple Women in Medieval Tamilnadu. Oxford University Press.
Professor Leslie Orr is a member of the CDAS Montreal Inter-University Initiative and teaches Religion at Concordia University.
She will give a presentation at CDAS on 15 November.
Charles David Smith. 2001. Ecology, Civil Society and the Informal Economy in North West Tanzania. Ashgate Press.
Dr. Smith is a full-time researcher and a long-time Associate Fellow of the CDAS.
Montasser M. Kamal. 2000. “Exclusive Governance and Urban Development in Egypt”. The Arab World Geographer / le
Géographe du monde Arabe. (vol. 3 no. 4)
Montasser Kamal is a Senior Program Officer at IDRC in the Department of Research for Int'l Tobacco Control (RITC) in
Ottawa and has been a CDAS Associate Fellow for three years, after completing his PhD in Medical Anthropology at McGill.
His interests include tobacco control, gender issues, youth, alternative livelihoods and policy analysis.
Richa Singh. 2001. “Masculine Identity, Workers and HIV/AIDS.” Economic and Political Weekly. (Bombay June 2, 2001)
Richa Singh is a PhD candidate in the Department of West Asian and African Studies at Jawaharlal University in New Delhi.
Her doctoral thesis is entitled “Gender Dynamics of Political Movements: A Study of the Palestinian Women During the
Intifada”, which seeks to understand the complex relationship between feminism and nationalism in the ‘developing world’.
Richa Singh was a CDAS Associate Fellow during her eight month stay in Montreal on an Indo-Shastri Fellowship. She
returned to Delhi in September.

FELLOWS UPDATE
Raymond Gervais has been an Associate Fellow for nine years. This year he worked on several projects for CIDA,
CIDA-NGO, World Vision Canada and DANIDA, in many parts of the developing world. In August, he also
attended a Population conference organized by the International Union for the Scientific Study of Population (IUSSP)
in Brazil.
Manuel Poitras presented a paper at the Latin American Studies Association Congress in Washington DC on 6
September entitled "Theories of development and technological change: implications for the story of agrobiotechnologies in Latin America". He presented his research in a CDAS Fellow Seminar on 25 October.
Ihab Salah Hashim, a doctoral student at the Université de Montréal and long-time CDAS Associate Fellow, attended
and participated in the International Workshop on Environmental Change: Implications for Population Migrations
(Wengen, Switzerland, September 18-22 2001). His research focus concerns the Human Dimensions of
Environmental Change, and he is currently undertaking research on environmental degradation due to the political
and economic transformation of Central Asia (Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan)
under the former Soviet Union. The Workshop addressed the claim that environmental deterioration produces forced
migration, which in turn creates violent conflict in the receiving region. Ihab presented two papers at the workshop:
The Human Dimensions of Environmental Change: Environmental Degradation and Migration in the Republic of
Kazakhstan (Central Asia), and Dayaks and Madurese in Kalimantan (Indonesian Borneo): Environment, Development
and Conflicts.
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Labour, Capital and Society: Special Issue on Zimbabwe
Marking the 20th anniversary of Zimbabwe’s independence, the CDAS journal, Labour, Capital and Society has chosen to
devote a special thematic issue to the achievements and failures of these first two decades. In particular, the articles analyze the
role of the state and labour in structural change and social transformation. Guest edited by Prof. Suzanne Dansereau (Saint
Mary’s University) with contributions by Patrick Bond (University of Witwatersrand), Suzanne Dansereau, Brian Raftopoulos
(University of Zimbabwe) and Blair Rutherford (University of Regina), the issue is indeed very timely. Several recent books
are also reviewed. Available from pub.cdas@mcgill.ca

Visiting Scholars from Cuba and Uganda
During the second week of October, CDAS hosted
Elena Alvarez, the Director of the National Institute
for Economic Research (INIE), Havana, Cuba. Mrs.
Alvarez came to Canada to provide a Cuban
perspective on the globalization process and the impact
of globalization on developing areas. At CDAS on 10
October, Mrs. Alvarez presented “The Cuban
Economy: Transformation and Challenges in a Global
World”. The presentation explored the developments
in the Cuban economy since 1989 and the Cuban
model of development in light of the impact of
globalization.
Mrs. Alvarez also came to promote the annual
conference sponsored by ANEC to be held in Havana
from 11-17 February 2002 entitled “Globalization and
Development Problems”. The conference is the fourth
international meeting of economists and scientists from
more than fifty countries, United Nations
organizations, regional institutions (LAEC, ELAS,

ILAA, Andina Community), the Inter-American
Development Bank and the World Bank. The
conference is a forum for plural debate in which
alternate solutions to development problems in a
globalized world are debated. Information about
participating in the forthcoming conference can be
obtained from anec@info.get.tur.cu or from the
CDAS.
Maude Mugisha, Coordinator of the Eastern African
Sub-regional Support Initiative for the Advancement
of Women (EASSI), our partner in the Gender and
Human Security Program, will arrive from Kampala,
Uganda to visit the CDAS from 6 to 16 November.
She will participate in the Workshop on 9 November
where she will present the work of the EASSI. She
will also visit women’s organizations and other
institutions working for peace. To meet Ms Mugisha
during her stay in Montreal, contact the CDAS
Administration at 398-3507.

The Canadian Association for the Study of International
Development (CASID)/L’association canadienne d’études du
développement international (ACÉDI)
CASID is organizing its 18th annual conference which will be held 27 to 29 May 2002 at the University of Toronto.
A CASID Travel Grant Application Form is available to members who register for the conference and deliver a paper.
Priority will be given to graduate students and members of NGOs. Grants may not cover the full cost of participation
and applicants are asked to seek other sources of funding, if required. To apply, please fill out the membership form
and the travel grant application available on the website (www.casid-acedi.com) and send it with your proposal. Your
eligibility for a contribution will be considered upon acceptance of your proposal. For further information, email
CASID c/o The North-South Institute at casid@nsi-ins.ca or tel. (613)241-3535 or fax (613) 241-7435.
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FCAR Submission for six-year Centre grant
In the late Spring, the CDAS develped a proposal for
major infrastucture funding of our inter-university
« regroupement » comprised of 22 Montreal-based
professors/researchers. We organized our research
program around four broad axes or clusters : 1) gender
and human security issues; 2) work and poverty ; 3)
globalization and inequality; and 4) alternatives to
‘development’. The Quebec government, i.e. FCAR, is
examining 54 proposals with the view to supporting XX
research centres in Quebec. On 11 October, CDAS

Director Dr Rosalind Boyd, Prof. Victor Piché
(Demography, University of Montreal) and Prof. Myron
Frankman (Economics, McGill) met with the FCAR
Sub-committee to answer questions concerning our
research proposal. While our approach is clearly
interdisciplinary in this proposal, interestingly, their
Sub-committee included only three economists.
Decisions about Centre support will be made by
December 2001.

Bibliothèque CERD Gutkind CDAS Libary
(CDAS Documentation Centre)
In honour of the late Peter C. W. Gutkind, Africanist, progressive scholar and long-time member of the
Centre for Developing-Area Studies, a decision was taken last spring to rename our previously anonymous
documentation centre as the Gutkind Library. Such a decision is highly appropriate, because Peter Gutkind’s
research and contacts lead to many of the collections and exchanges which grace our shelves, and indeed
Peter’s wife Alice contributed greatly to the early stages of our cataloguing and compterization project. True
to its namesake, the Gutkind Library will maintain a broad focus on the developing world with a pronounced
interest in progressive labour studies.
At the same time as the library assumes a new identification, considerable work has been done on its
infrastructure. Our thanks go the men and women of McGill’s Facilities Management Department for their
prompt and efficient work following the collapse of the library’s ceiling this June. (Let our concerned
community rest assured that neither our collections nor librarian were damaged by this calamity). In
addition, our cozy but ageing infrastructure has been enhanced by the replacement of the library’s enormous
west window, once again letting in vast amounts of sunshine for members, visiting scholars and plants.
Recent additions to the Gutkind Library’s collection include an interesting new exchange with the Instituto
Nacional de Investigaciones Economicas in Havana. Cuba: Investigación Económica should prove to be useful to
policy analyst and economists. I might also point out to our community two interesting books by CDAS
members: Leslie Orr’s Donors, Devotees and Daughters of God: Temple Women in Medieval Tamilnadu (New
York: Oxford, 2000), and Charles Smith’s Ecology, Civil Society and the Informal Economy in North West
Tanzania (Aldershot: Ashgate, 2001). Both of these books can be found in our collection. A complete list
of our recent CDAS new acquisitions can be found on the CDAS website at www.mcgill.ca/cdas/list.pdf
Our opening hours are Tuesday to Friday, 10:00 am to 5:00 pm.
Iain Blair
Librarian
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CDAS Staff and Graduate Research Assistants
Iain Blair

Documentalist

Iain Blair is a professional librarian with degrees from UBC and McGill, and is a member of the Corporation of Professional
Librarians of Quebec. Mr. Blair has been the CDAS Documentalist since 1990. He recently spent a three-month professional
internship at the International Labour Organization (ILO) in Geneva.
cdasdoc@po-box.mcgill.ca 398-3509

Suzanne Boutin

Program Coordinator, Gender and Human Security Issues Program

Suzanne Boutin a fait sa Maitrise en philosophie à l’Université de Concordia. Elle est presentement Coordinatrice du
programme Genre et enjeux human sécurité et en charge de la distribution de la revue Travail, capital et société.
pub.cdas@mcgill.ca or 398-1608

Manal Jamal

Student Research Fellow, Gender and Human Security Program

Manal Jamal is a Ph.D student in Political Science at McGill and is the first recipient of the Gender and Human Security
Program’s Student Research Fellowship. Ms. Jamal’s research project focuses on “After the ‘Peace Processes’: The Political
Economy of Marginalization”. Ms. Jamal is interested in war-to-peace transitions and social movements in El Salvador and
Palestine.

Jane Leeke

Administrative Assistant

Jane completed her undergraduate degree at McGill in Middle East Studies and Religious Studies. She has been working at
CDAS since September.
adm.cdas@mcgill.ca or 398-3507

Sara Regehr Neufeld

Montreal Inter-University Initiative Coordinator

Sara completed her undergraduate at McGill in International Development Studies. Since the beginning of summer, she has
been coordinating inter-university activities such as internships, seminars and the CDAS website.
iuc.cdas@mcgill.ca or 398-1608

Renata Rubian Rodrigues de Araujo

Distribution Assistant, Labour, Capital and Society

Renata is an M.A. student in Political Science at McGill, and is interested in the role of multilateral agencies in Latin America,
and development financing. Renata is a Student Fellow at the CDAS and is working as an assistant for the Centre’s journal
Labour, Capital and Society.

Manuel Poitras

Acting Fellows Coordinator and Assistant to the Editor for Book Reviews, Labour, Capital and Society

Manuel est un candidat au doctorat au département de science politique de l’Université York å Toronto. Il est présentement
en résidence au CERD, rédigeant sa thèse intitulé « Biotechnologies agricoles et développement : le cas de Mexique ». Manuel
is also responsible for identifying new books to be reviewed and selecting appropriate reviewers.
rev.cdas@mcgill.ca

Eugenia Zorbas

Research Assistant (Gender and Human Security Program)

Eugenia is a CDAS Associate Fellow who recently completed her MSc in International Relations at the London School of
Economics. She is presently working as a research assistant to the Director.

COME FOR CHAI TIME!
VENEZ POUR LE TEMPS ‘CHAI’
Chaque mercredi à 15h15
Every Wednesday at 3 :15 pm
Researchers, Fellows, Faculty & Visitors are
invited to the CDAS for informal discussion.
Les chercheurs, les membres, les professeurs
et les visiteurs sont invités au CERD pour
un moment de discussion informelle autour
d’un thé et d’un café.
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